
alenti 
Multipurpose  
hygiene chair



What the alenti does

With the Alenti lift hygiene chair, one nurse can 
safely bring residents who are able to sit up, from 
bed to ARJO hygiene equipment and back again, 
without manually lifting, minimizing stress and strain 
on the caregiver. A moveable back-rest and safety 
belt allows for transfers from either side of the bed. 
The Alenti is battery powered for height adjustment 
via a hand-set. A removable and rechargeable 
battery makes the lift hygiene chair ready for use 
at all times. The Alenti operates as an integrated 
system with all lengths of ARJO height adjustable 
recumbent bathing systems (Rhapsody and Primo) 
and with the ARJO Prelude shower cabinet as well 
as the ARJO Century Bath. The Alenti can also be 
used as a shower chair, allowing the nurse to work 

in an ergonomically correct posture, to prevent 
static load injury. An optional electronic scale 
facilitates the weighing of residents. 

The Alenti is a versatile mobile lifting aid which 
can transfer residents directly from their bed or 
wheelchair. Use of the Alenti not only eliminates 
manual lifting, but also makes it possible to reduce 
the number of transfers. No intermediate transfer 
movements are necessary from the moment the 
resident is safely seated on the Alenti at collection 
for bathing or showering, to the moment he or she 
is transferred back to bed.

The Alenti is delivered fully assembled and ready 
for immediate use. 

design 
Leading by innovation and design has been 
a characteristic of ARJO over the years. 
ARJO Alenti has received a number of 
different design awards. Among others, the 
Industrie Forum Design award and Excellent 
Swedish Design. 

Feel BacK seat design 
Those residents with a greater degree of 
mobility are able to seat themselves without 
difficulty due to the ergonomically designed 
seat and chassis design, which allow the 
resident to stand close to the lift, which 
make sitting down and standing up much 
easier. 

ergo grips 
Ergonomically designed handlebar grips 
allow for easy movement of the Alenti at the 
bedside, the bath or around corners. 



saFety Belt 
The safety belt ensures that the resident 
remains in a safe and secure position while 
on the lift and prevents the resident from 
sliding on the lift while bathing.

handy BraKe 
Raising, lowering and central braking 
functions are controlled with a hand control, 
enabling the caregiver to stay close to the 
resident. 

Free Wheeling 
Specially designed wheels makes the Alenti 
more maneuverable and makes turning 
easier. 

Keep going With 2xpoWer 
Alenti is always delivered with two high 
capacity batteries. This ensures the Alenti 
is always ready for use.

on-Board scale 
The Alenti can also be used to weigh 
residents. It utilizes a highly accurate 
on-board electronic scale. Weighing, a 
difficult task, can now be easily performed 
on the way to the bath or shower, without 
the residents clothing, for more accurate 
weights. 

easy clean 
Its one-piece construction and smooth 
surface, made out of smooth closed cell 
polyurethane rubber, makes it hygienic and 
easy to clean and disinfect. 



da B c e

 

 

a  albert, who is ambulatory and independent

B  Barbara, who can support herself to some degree 

c  carl, who sits in a wheelchair and has little capacity to support himself 
Please contact ARJO for further information on the Resident Gallery™.

MeMBer oF the getinge group

...with people in mind.

product information

Safe working load 352.7 lbs. (160 kg)

Lifting stroke range 23” (585 mm)

Width 23.81” (605 mm)

Max length, highest pos. 35.43” (900 mm)    

Supply voltage 24 V DC 

Visual brake indicator 

Operated both from hand set and/or pillar mounted controls 

Handset (protected to class IPX6) 

Safety belt

Low-friction castors

Seat is made of a special blend of polyurethane resin for 
warmth, comfort, and superior infection control

alenti integrates with the following arJo products:

Century

Rhapsody / Primo 

Prelude Shower Cabinet

SARA 3000

SARA Plus

alenti accessories:

Integrated scale

Bedpan holder

Bedpan with lid

Leg rest for pedicure

approvals UL, cUL, TüV

product speciFications

resident gallery

Use only ARJO Designed Parts, i.e. parts specifically designed for the purpose, on equipment 
and products supplied by ARJO. Our Conditions of Sale specify that ARJO is not liable for injuries 
attributable to the use of inadequate parts. Continuous development is part of our policy, and we 
therefore reserve the right to change specifications without notice.

Alenti, Century Bath, Encore, Prelude, Primo, Rhapsody and Resident Gallery are trademarks belonging 
to ARJO International AG
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space requirement

Suitable for Albert, Barbara and Carl


